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Share and collaborate securely
YOUR DATA –
OWN IT!
CONTROL IT!
PROTECT IT!

Galaxkey Secure Workspace allows you to share
sensitive and confidential information securely
and easily.
By using Galaxkey Secure Workspace, you can team up with colleagues to edit,
save and share sensitive information with the assurance that it is secure and
encrypted – ensuring that the information that you share within your group
remains protected.

TOP FEATURES
Secure Emails

Secure Documents

SECURE BY DESIGN

COLLABORATE ONLINE

All files are scanned for viruses
before they are uploaded and
they are secured alongside the
users identity by default. No
file is insecurely stored. Files
are not accessible without
user access authentication.

Galaxkey Secure Workspace
allows real-time editing for
Word, Excel and Powerpoint multiple users can work on the
same file at the same time and
see others make changes to it.

QUICK DEPLOYMENT &
EASY OPERATION
Within minutes Galaxkey
Secure Workspace can be
deployed and configured.
Galaxkey works transparently
in the background to relieve
the organisation and users
of any key management
complexities.

Secure Collaboration

VERSION CONTROL
Galaxkey Secure Workspace
has built-in version control.
So each time a file is updated
or modified, the previous
version is maintained in
history. This means that
you can revert to a previous
version at any time.
REGION BASED HOSTING
Define and restrict access
to one or more specific
geographic regions.
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OTHER FEATURES

COMPLIANCE

Control Third Party domains: Provide
additional security by controlling who can
be invited to work in your Workspace.

Meets legislative and industry compliance
requirements, including GDPR. Maintains data
privacy of personal and sensitive information,
whilst keeping control of your data.

Audit: Have complete accountability by
monitoring all the changes and actions
performed by members.

STANDARDS & REQUIREMENTS

Restrict Access Rights: Control access
rights to Workspaces at an individual
member level.

Files are secured using Galaxkey’s Data
Protection giving assurance that the data is
protected independent of the hosting model.

On-Premise Option: You can install the
server in-house and the files won’t even
leave your organisation.

Galaxkey uses AES FIPS 140-2 compliant
encryption which is the US government
standard that defines a minimum set of the
security requirements for products
that implement cryptography. It is
designed for cryptographic modules that
are used to secure sensitive information.
The encryption modules can be safely run
only in FIPS enabled environments. The
system uses 2048-bit RSA Keys. Higher
grade protection is available if required.
Galaxkey is CPA certified by the National Cyber
Security Centre (NCSC)

High level administrative control feature:
Galaxkey provides a perfect solution for
administrators to manage their keys and
control their data.
Single sign-on : A Single Identity is used for
all devices to support access control.
This option is available with Self Hosted Options.
CUSTOMISATION
Workspace also gives you the ability to
customise your notification emails and
corporate branding

System requirements: Since Galaxkey is a
cloud-based solution, it does not require
additional hardware or software on your
premises. Workspace works on all latest
versions of a browser eg. Chrome, Safari,
Edge, IE and Opera.
CONTROL
File Size & File Format: Configure the file
formats and file sizes that are permitted
to be uploaded onto the Workspace.
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